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The Concept of Loyalty in the Mid-Early-Modern Times in Japan: 
The Yamazaki Ansai School
Shinko TANIGUCHI
?The Edo period samurai received hereditary stipends and maintained families; their lives were based on a lord-
vassal relationship with their daimy? (feudal lord). Even after the retainer group hierarchy was established, the 
daimy? had the authority to pick and dismiss retainers.
?This paper focuses on junshi (killing oneself after the death of one’s lord), katakiuchi (revenge, particularly 
ch?shingura, tales about Ak? R?shi raiding Kira Yoshihisa’s residence) and kangen (remonstration), which have 
been considered as acts that express loyalty (ch?gi) to one’s lord. Comparing the understandings of Yamazaki 
Ansai and his three disciples ? Sat? Naokata, Miyake Sh?sai, and Asami Keisai ? it considers the notions 
regarding selfless loyalty at the beginning of the eighteenth century.
?In 1663, the shogunate issued an order banning junshi; around this time, Yamazaki Ansai argued that it was 
mistaken to consider it as loyalty. After Ansai’s death, in 1702, Ak? R?shi raided Kira Yoshihisa’s residence. 
According to Sat? Naokata, this act should not be considered as revenge, which means that Ak? R?shi was not a 
loyal retainer. Conversely, Miyake Sh?sai and Asami Keisai commended this raid, describing it as an act of 
revenge by which R?shi expressed loyalty to his lord. Regarding remonstrating with lords and the actions that 
vassals should take toward cruel and inhumane ones, they referred to the ancient Chinese kings Wen, Tang, and 
Wu. Despite King Wen being confined for remonstrating with King Zhou, he revered this tyrant as his lord and 
censured himself for his incompetence as the king’s subject. Ansai and his three disciples saw King Wen as an 
ideal subject. However, regarding Kings Tang and Wu, who disposed of Jie and Zhou, Ansai considered them to 
be exceptions on the grounds that they were sages, while Naokata and Sh?sai perceived them to be non-generaliz-
able in nature. In contrast, Keisai advocated vassals’ complete selfless devotion to their lords. The view of Keisai 
that absolutized the lord-vassal/ruler-subject relationship began to exert considerable influence in Japan from the 
end of the Edo period onwards.
